Issue No. 1 of 15 January 2016
The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership provides an opportunity to address numerous
barriers to trade
The EU and the Philippines announce the launch of negotiations for a free trade agreement
Food intended for sportspeople: the regulatory framework after 20 July 2016

Issue No. 2 of 29 January 2016
The French Senate adopts an amendment to increase taxes on palm oil significantly
The EU files a dispute against Colombia over measures affecting imports of spirits
The UK Royal Society of Public Health proposes ‘activity equivalent’ calorie labelling on food to
tackle obesity

Issue No. 3 of 12 February 2016
The US moves closer to implementing a seafood traceability programme to combat IUU fishing
The EU Commission opens a public consultation on future measures to prevent dumped imports
from China
Novel foods and insect-based foods: the next steps

Issue No. 4 of 26 February 2016
Geographical indications, ‘food fraud’ and the fight against ‘Italian sounding’ products
Ecuador begins phasing out its controversial safeguard measures
New EU rules on veterinary medicines: is ‘prevention-rather-than-cure’ sufficient to fight
antimicrobial resistance?
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Issue No. 5 of 11 March 2016
Canada and the EU finalise their trade deal and include revised provisions on investment protection
and investment dispute settlement
The good, the bad and the ugly: recent developments that may affect international trade in palm
oil
CJEU: With respect to nutrition claims on mineral water, the calculation of total content must
consider all of the chemical compounds of sodium

Issue No. 6 of 24 March 2016
Comparing ‘sin taxes’: the real ‘sin’ is to discriminate between ‘like products’
Regulatory cooperation and good regulatory practices – the ‘secret stars’ of the TTIP are slowly
taking shape
Seven EU Member States oppose ‘hybrid’ nutrition labelling schemes

Issue No. 7 of 8 April 2016
The US Food and Drug Administration lifts the veil on biosimilar product labelling
The WTO issues the Panel Report in European Union – Anti-Dumping Measures on Biodiesel from
Argentina
Glyphosate renewal process: MEPs urge the EU Commission not to renew authorisation

Issue No. 8 of 22 April 2016
Bittersweet ‘subsidies’? Brazil files a WTO dispute against Thailand’s sugar regime
The new EU ‘conflict minerals’ regulation is taking shape
Are EU nutrient profiles still needed after the Dextro Energy judgment of the EU General Court?

Issue No. 9 of 6 May 2016
Fighting Illegal Fishing: EU ‘yellow carded’ three more countries, delisted Sri Lanka and urged
Thailand to take action
The EU and Indonesia agree to formally launch negotiations of the Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement
Insect meal and the need for reform of EU feed legislation
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Issue No. 10 of 20 May 2016
Slow but steady: EU-Japan FTA negotiations move forward
A new legislative framework looks poised to include agricultural emissions in the EU’s reduction
targets, but EU Member States still need to agree on how to do so
MEPs renew call on the Commission for mandatory COOL of meat and milk in processed foods
while some EU Member States already started to draft such measures

Issue No. 11 of 3 June 2016
Not so Single Market – the EU Parliament calls for action against intra-EU non-tariff barriers
The EU-New Zealand FTA: where things stand
The new US ‘Nutrition Facts’ require food and business operators to indicate how much sugar has
been added to their products

Issue No. 12 of 17 June 2016
The EU and the Philippines kick off negotiations for a free trade agreement
The European Commission finally presents its criteria to be used to identify endocrine disruptors in
the field of plant protection products and biocides
An update on Nutrient Profiles in light of the Dextro Energy case

Issue No. 13 of 1 July 2016
Mixed feelings about ‘mixed agreements’: European Commission declares CETA an ‘EU-only’
agreement
The trade law consequences of ‘Brexit’
Germany prompts the European Commission to define food suitable for vegetarians and vegans

Issue No. 14 of 15 July 2016
France tries once again to single out palm oil: sustainable criteria vs. unsustainable fiscal policies
An update on the harmonisation of EU customs infringements and sanctions
France introduces mandatory COOL for milk and meat in prepared foods for a two-year test period
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Issue No. 15 of 29 July 2016
ASEAN is set to launch an internet-based mechanism to find solutions to intra-ASEAN cross-border
trade issues
The EU and the US again request WTO consultations with China in relation to Chinese export
measures on certain raw materials
A new round of EU duty suspensions and tariff quotas came into effect
CJEU: NHCR applies to commercial communications to healthcare professionals, not only to final
consumers

Issue No. 16 of 9 September 2016
Politics, policy and trade law – A state of play of European trade negotiations in September 2016
The first WTO panel reports involving Russia as respondent
Food Standards Scotland’s (FSS) strategy 2016 to 2021 - Scotland considers fiscal measures and
advertising bans on ‘discretionary foods and drinks’

Issue No. 17 of 23 September 2016
The EU and Indonesia launch negotiations of the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement
The WTO Appellate Body issues its Report in India – Solar Cells
The UK Government announces ‘clearer visual labelling’ in the form of teaspoons of ‘free’ sugar

Issue No. 18 of 7 October 2016
Calming troubled waters - Efforts to eliminate fishery subsidies and to combat IUU fishing for a
more law-abiding, sustainable and balanced fisheries sector
Divergent views remain on the US Food and Drug Administration’s Draft Guidance on biosimilar
product labelling
A Swedish court rules that EFSA’s reference values for vitamins and minerals cannot be used as
upper limits in food

Issue No. 19 of 21 October 2016
Arduous ascent to the summit – last minute efforts to save the CETA continue
The impact of the CETA on Brexit and beef quotas
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EFSA’s opinion on certain process contaminants in refined vegetable oils – explaining an
oversimplified issue

Issue No. 20 of 4 November 2016
Towards the conclusion of the Environmental Goods Agreement
Further steps to regulate ‘trans fats’ in foods in the EU
The return of the bitter-sweet EU chocolate controversy?

Issue No. 21 of 18 November 2016
Ecuador joins the EU-Colombia/Peru Free Trade Agreement
Towards plain packaging of beer, wine and spirits? - Countries around the world are introducing
new labelling measures for alcoholic beverages
Codex discussions on ‘front-of-pack’ nutrition labelling in the context of relevant developments in
Latin America and the EU

Issue No. 22 of 2 December 2016
Not seeing the forest through the trees? The European Parliament is preparing a resolution on
palm oil and the deforestation of rain forests
The EU agrees on how it will regulate the importation of conflict minerals
The relationship between public health and IP rights: Chile prosecutes Kellogg’s, Nestlé and
Masterfoods for using cartoons aimed at children

Issue No. 23 of 16 December 2016
EU trade policy and trade negotiations revisited - Belgium’s Walloon region proposes a new
approach to the negotiation of the EU’s trade agreements
The European Commission reinforces its push to grant individual EU Member States the option of
restricting or prohibiting the use of genetically modified food and feed
Belgium introduces new rules on maximum levels for vitamins, minerals and trace minerals in food
supplements and fortified foods
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